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a b s t r a c t 

Latest mobile virtualization techniques have opened the door for multi-persona mobility to 

overcome security and privacy concerns of bring-your-own devices practice. Multi-persona 

allows a physical device to co-host multiple virtual phones with impenetrable walls among 

them. However, physical resources should be always enough to support virtual instances 

and applications needs without performance degradation or system crash. Though com- 

putation offloading can augment devices resources, yet some applications are not offload- 

able. Additionally, idle applications and virtual environments impose high overhead on the 

device. Through machine learning, this work predicts future context and resource needs 

of currently running virtual environments and potential future active ones. It provides ad- 

vanced manageability strategies, formulated in an optimization model, which appropriately 

turn off applications and switch off virtual environments to release device resources when 

needed. A dynamic programming algorithm is advocated to find the adequate strategies. 

Extensive experiments conducted demonstrate the efficiency of our proposition. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The emergence of smartphones as the linchpin of everyday computing and communication, has forced one of the most

major shifts that corporates have ever seen. Mobile computing has gone from a niche market to the fastest growing, and

often most popular, way to do business computing. Mobile computing is becoming not only a new computing platform, but

the dominant one for many enterprises. To cope with this wave, Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) [1] has been embraced, as a

practice that allows employees to use their personal mobile devices to access corporate data and applications. The trade-off,

of course, is that the corporate data therein, is being accessed and stored on personal devices, which raises many security

concerns. With employee-owned devices at work, the chances of confidential company data mixing with personal employee

information are high, and the instances of data leakage and loss are even higher. Along the way, corporate culture had to

change in order to accommodate the always-present nature of the modern smartphone, and security practices have been

completely rethought to deal with the challenge of alien, uncontrolled devices being brought inside the corporate firewall.

Many enterprises have dealt with this issue by requiring employee devices to adhere to certain security policies. Yet, this in

turn has raised some privacy issues for the end users who might sacrifice their personal data to comply with such policies.
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Controlling these concerns from different perspectives has proven to be just too difficult for both the company and the

user [2] . This will be also further demonstrated in the rest of the article. Fortunately, with the option to tap into a vir-

tualization solution, a user can differentiate between these contexts through virtual phone dedicated for each. Similar to

virtualization on servers and desktop machines, mobile virtualization allows several virtual phones (VPs) to run simulta-

neously on the same physical mobile device with a clear isolation among them [2] . Leveraging mobile virtualization, dual

persona devices have been already released, enabling two phones-in-a-phone, to support BYOD needs [3] . Yet, satisfying

many of our daily-life needs nowadays, urges mobile devices to broaden their capabilities to support more than just two

contexts and drive multi-persona device to be the new game changer. Multi-persona creates the same impenetrable walls

between an employee’s applications and an organization’s data and applications, yet allowing one phone to co-host ”multi-

ple completely independent and secure virtual environments” [4] . But why would anybody want more than just two virtual

phones? With multi-persona, a user could isolate private banking services and e-commerce, sensitive corporate data, social

networking and games in separate VPs, in order to efficiently manage financial transactions, prevent untrusted applications

from accessing critical information and share the device with other family members without ending up with accidental

phone calls, unintended in-app purchases or even access to restricted content. Even more interesting use cases for multi-

persona are those that necessitate multiple VPs for work with different levels of security. While working at their private

clinic and at multiple hospitals, doctors are subject to different mobile policies, reflecting each of the different institutions.

With personal, clinic and hospitals VPs, multi-persona allow doctors to comply with the policy of each and effectively treat

their patients while maintaining their own unburdened personal use of the device [2] . As a matter of fact, the success of

multi-persona lies in its capability of supporting multiple virtual devices concurrently on a single terminal, while making

the latter able to clearly distinguish between the different contexts in which it is used. 

Though its isolation competency, mobile virtualization imposes significant overhead on the mobile terminal with limited

computation capabilities, memory capacity and battery lifetime. In one hand, previous works [5,6] have proved that even a

lightweight virtualization architecture can be costly for the mobile device resources, causing performance degradation and

more critically shorter viability of the system. On the other hand, technological advances have markedly shaped the way

computations are performed. With the abundance of cloud resources, many computation offloading approaches have been

proposed to support mobile devices needs by migrating the computations from an end mobile device to remote resourceful

infrastructure. All these approaches have indeed proved their competency to reduce the resource consumption on the mobile

terminals and enhance the latter performance [7–9] . From these premises, we proposed in previous work offloading-based

approach to support multi-persona [6] . Through optimization and heuristics, the solution was capable to find the dissem-

ination of computations, in each virtual phone, between local and remote execution capable of minimizing the resource

consumption and augmenting the applications’ performance. However, in many scenarios, the capability of only offloading

computations might just not be sufficient to manage the device resources. 

“Why offloading might not be enough as a resource management solution?” Starting with the first scenario ( Sc 1 )

where typically some computations are not offloadable whether based on their type (native tasks), security level, or even

their need to call device-related functionalities (e.g., camera); when more resources are needed on the device, offloading

these components is not an option and different management decisions should be taken. In another scenario ( Sc 2 ), the

device can run out of resources (e.g., battery) while some applications have been idle for a period of time and will not be

used in the near future, yet still consuming part of the device resources. Offloading such applications will not be efficient

as it might cost the device more energy for transmitting the needed data for remote processing. Moreover, imagine the

device is running out of resources while some VPs are idle (i,e., either running idle applications or none) and will not get

active in the near future; also here just an offloading decision will not be able to efficiently cope with such situation as

the virtual phones are still stressing out the device resources ( Sc 3 ). Further, typically, local and remote application execution

are adopted based on their capability to enhance the performance of an application or reduce the energy consumed on

the device. However, in some use cases, one of these strategies should be enforced independently of the cost that they

impose on the performance of the applications. For instance, the case when the device is running out of battery, while local

execution of the running components outperforms their remote execution ( Sc 4 ). 

“So what kind of advanced manageability is effectively needed besides offloading?” Along with offloading, other man-

ageability solutions should be available. Shutting down, whether idle applications which will not be used in the next period

of time or active non offloadable components, can cope with the first two aforementioned scenarios ( Sc 1 , Sc 2 ). While the

ability to switch off particular virtual phones can release the device resources and hence cope with ( Sc 3 ). Finally, prioritizing

system viability over individual app performance when evaluating offloading cost is critically needed in ( Sc 4 ) as the viability

of the whole system is more critical than the performance of particular application(s). 

“How does this work address these research problems and offer the needed manageability solutions?” We propose

in this work a proactive solution with advanced manageability to control the virtual instances running on the mobile device.

Through machine learning intelligence [10] , our proposition is able to predict beforehand the context and the resource needs

for future execution and manage the device resources accordingly. It is able to predict the resource needs of the currently

running VPs and applications as well as those VPs and applications that may run in the future and their resource demands,

all based on the usage pattern of the device. Additionally, the solution offers advanced management strategies, particularly,

offloading the execution, turning off components, switching off personas and prioritizing device survivability over applica- 

tions performance, all according to the contextual environment that might affect the application of these strategies. Based

on the predicted context and resource needs, detected hotspot (active and resource intensive) and coldspot (idle) compo-
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nents and virtual phones, classification scheme, network conditions and device state, an optimization model is formulated.

We propose respectively a dynamic programming algorithm to solve this model, where the solution indicates for each com-

putation the adequate strategy to handle the resource and performance needs on the end terminal. We performed thorough

experiments and the results prove the efficiency of our proposition to manage VPs needs. 

This work offers the following contributions: 

• Proactive machine learning technique to predict future context and resource needs. Based on VPs statistics, our propo-

sition predicts the device context in future time slot, which includes timestamp, location, running VPs, components and

resource needs accordingly aiming to provide proactive solution that avoids performance degradation or system crash. 

• Advanced strategies to manage VPs, where idle applications that will not be used in the near future or in case the whole

system is in critical situation, VPs and/or some applications can be switched off to save resources and ensure longer

viability on the physical device. 

• Novel optimization model to meet with the resource needs and enhance the performance on end devices with multiple

VPs by minimizing the resource usage on the device while assuring availability of predicted future context and resource

requirements. 

• Efficient dynamic programming algorithm to solve the optimization model aiming to find the adequate strategies to be

applied by the end terminal. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the proposed system model, while Section 3 provides

background about different machine learning techniques. Next, in Section 4 , we provide the formal formulation of our prob-

lem and in Section 5 , we present the proposed algorithm to solve it. Afterwards, in Section 6 , we present the thorough

evaluation conducted. In Section 7 , we discuss relevant literature and finally, in Section 8 , we conclude the paper and draw

some future directions. 

2. System model 

The capacity of the physical device should be sufficient to satisfy the resource needs of all VPs it is hosting. Otherwise,

the physical mobile device is overloaded and will lead to degraded performance of its VPs or even system crash when

there is no enough resources to support future VPs needs. Besides the offloading strategy offered in this work, some green

computing actions can be taken; VPs and applications can be switched off to save resources and ensure longer viability on

the physical device as long as they are idle and won’t be used in the near future or whenever the whole system is in critical

situation. The proposed system model is depicted in Fig. 1 . 

A set of profilers are installed in each VP to monitor different aspects. The program profiler monitors tasks’ energy con-

sumption, execution time and size of data to be transmitted in case of remote processing. The network profiler monitors
Fig. 1. System model. 
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Table 1 

Prioritization scheme. 

Class Priority 

Critical AC Active Foreground 1 

Critical AC Idle Foreground 2 

Critical AC Active Background 3 

Critical AC Idle Background 4 

Critical DC Active Foreground 5 

Critical DC Idle Foreground 6 

Critical DC Active Background 7 

Critical DC Idle Background 8 

Uncritical AC Active Foreground 9 

Uncritical AC Idle Foreground 10 

Uncritical AC Active Background 11 

Uncritical AC Idle Background 12 

Uncritical DC Active Foreground 13 

Uncritical DC Idle Foreground 14 

Uncritical DC Active Background 15 

Uncritical DC Idle Background 16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the network characteristics in terms of availability, type (e.g., wifi, 3G), bandwidth, latency and energy consumed on trans-

mission. The device profiler inspects the energy consumption on the device as well as the battery level, CPU utilization,

memory consumption, and keep track of the location and time where each VP and application is used. The gathered infor-

mation helps predicting future usage context and resource needs. 

The statistics collected at each VP are forwarded to the predictor component, which applies machine learning techniques

to predict the context of the device in the future time slot. The context includes timestamp, location, VPs running, compo-

nents running and resource needs accordingly. In other words, this includes the resource needs of the currently running VPs

and applications as well as those will run in the future and their resource demands. The predictor aims to provide proactive

solution capable of avoiding critical situations of performance degradation or system crash. Any of the local or remote pre-

dictors can be invoked to train the model and perform the prediction. The performed experiments presented later in this

work investigates remote prediction while the evaluation of processing training and prediction locally and their effect on

the device accordingly are to be investigated in future work. 

To manage limited system resources, the Android system can terminate running applications. If the Android system needs

to free up resources and terminate processes, it uses the following priority system [11] . Based on its status, each process

is assigned a priority level. Foreground, visible, service, background and empty processes are assigned priorities from 1

to 5 respectively. Those processes with higher priority levels have higher chance to be terminated. To turn off particular

applications and VPs we apply the following classification scheme for prioritization. We define 5 classes to categorize a

component 

• Offloadable/Notoffloadable 

• Background/Foreground 

• Active/Idle: doesn’t actively utilize system resources 

• Belong to actual context VP (AC)/Not (DC) 

• Critical/Not: based on user preferences 

As for VPs , we define: 

• Background/Foreground 

• Active/Idle: is not running any component which actively utilize system resources 

• Define actual context (AC)/Not (DC) 

• Critical/Not: based on user preferences 

Table 1 shows the prioritization scheme applied. 

Frequently invoked, resource-intensive and/or time consuming components are designated as hotspots. Such criteria and 

the thresholds used for hotspot selection are adjusted automatically based on the device state, instrumented by the profilers.

The hotspot detector analyzes the logged profile information and collects all the components whose processing, memory,

data size, execution time and frequency of call are greater than given threshold values respectively. These components are

marked as hotspots. Higher thresholds will keep the hotter components. For more information about the hotspot detector

and its algorithm, please refer to [12] . In contrast, the coldspot detector detects idle components and VPs. An idle VP is one

that is not running any active component or just idle ones. 

According to the predicted context and resource needs, classification scheme, hotposts, colspots, and instrumented data

a multi-objective optimization problem of three vectors of variables is formulated in the optimizer module. The objective

functions aim to manage the resource needs of VPs, avoid performance degradation and system crash. Finally, for the de-

cision engine, we propose a novel algorithm based on dynamic programming to find the adequate strategies to be applied
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by the physical device. The decision implies which VPs should remain on and/or those to be switched off, and for each

component whether it should be powered-off, executed locally or offloaded. 

3. Machine learning prediction 

To predict future context and usage behavior, we study a variety of machine learning techniques [10] , namely, LR [13] ,

SVR [14] , NN [15] and DNN [16] , which are well known algorithms in machine learning and used nowadays to solve prob-

lems in many research areas. We compare the accuracy of these techniques and the one found to be with the highest

accuracy is to be used throughout this work. 

3.1. Linear regression 

Linear regression [13] is a linear model that assumes a linear relationship between the input variable(s) x and the single

output variable y . In other words, y can be calculated from a linear combination of the input variables x . The method is

referred to as simple linear regression, when there is one input variable and as multiple linear regression method when

there are multiple input variables. 

The linear equation assigns one scale factor to each input, called a coefficient ( β). One additional coefficient is also added,

giving the line an additional degree of freedom (e.g. moving up and down on a two-dimensional plot), often called the bias

coefficient or intercept ( β0 ). In a simple regression problem, the form of the model would be: y = β0 + β1 ∗ x 

In higher dimensions when more than one input variable x are used, the line is called a plane or a hyper-plane and the

linear relationship can be expressed as: y = β0 + β1 ∗ x 1 + β2 ∗ x 2 + . . . + βn ∗ x n 

3.2. Support vector regression 

Support vector machine analysis is a popular machine learning tool for classification and regression [14] . SVR is con-

sidered a non-parametric technique because it relies on kernel functions. The model generated by SVR depends only on a

subset of the training data, because the cost function for building the model ignores any training data close to the model

prediction. 

The objective is to 

Minimize 1 
2 || w || 

Subject to 

{
y i − 〈 w, x i 〉 − b ≤ ε 
〈 w, x i 〉 + b − y i ≤ ε 

where x i is a training sample with target value y i . The inner product plus intercept

〈 w, x i 〉 + b is the prediction for that sample, and ε is a free parameter that serves as a threshold; all predictions have to be

within an ε range of the true predictions. 

3.3. Neural network 

Neural Network [15] also called Artificial Neural Network, is a learning algorithm inspired by the structure and functional

aspects of biological neural networks. Computations are structured in terms of an interconnected group of artificial neurons,

processing information using a connectionist approach to computation. Modern neural networks are usually used to model

complex relationships between inputs and outputs, to find patterns in data, or to capture the statistical structure in an

unknown joint probability distribution between observed variables. 

3.4. Deep neural network 

A deep neural network [16] is an ANN with multiple hidden layers between the input and output layers. Similar to ANN,

DNN can model complex non-linear relationships. DNNs are typically feed-forward networks in which data flows from the

input layer to the output layer without looping back. 

4. Problem formulation 

In the following, we mathematically formulate the Multiple Virtual Phones (MVPs) problem as a multi-objective opti-

mization model with three vectors decision variables. 

• Decision Variables: 

I v p j = { I v p 1 , . . . I v p m } 
I c i , v p j = { I c 1 , v p 1 , . . . I c n , v p m } 
x c i , v p j = { x c 1 , v p 1 , . . . x c n , v p m } 
where, 

∀ v p j, j:1 → m 

, I v p j = 

{
0 , if v p j should be switched off
1 , if v p j should remain active 
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∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m 

, I c i , v p j = 

{
0 , if c i ∈ v p j should be turned off
1 , if c i ∈ v p j should remain on 

∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m 

, x c i , v p j = 

{ 

0 , if c i ∈ v p j is to be executed locally 
1 , if c i ∈ v p j is to be offloaded 

−(indi f f erent) , if I c i , v p j = 0 

• Notations: 

m number of virtual phones 

n number of components in a virtual phone 

j 1,... m 

i 1,... n 

v p j virtual phone 

c i component 

p cpu power consumed by v p j on processing 

p s power consumed by v p j on the screen 

p idle 
cpu power consumed by v p j on idle CPU 

p acti v e 
net power consumed on network being active 

p tr power consumed for data transmission 

Data c i , v p j size of data transmitted for offloading c i , c i ∈ v p j 
CPU local 

c i , v p j cpu usage in v p j by c i executed locally 

CPU remote 
c i , v p j cpu usage in v p j by c i offloaded 

Memory local 
c i , v p j memory usage in v p j by c i executed locally 

Memory remote 
c i , v p j memory usage in v p j by c i offloaded 

t local 
c i , v p j time to execute c i locally, c i ∈ v p j 

t remote 
c i , v p j round trip time to process c i remotely, c i ∈ v p j 

W cpu weight for objective function (1) 

W memory weight for objective function (2) 

W energy weight for objective function (3) 

W time weight for objective function (4) 
˜ T cpu threshold for cpu usage 
˜ T memory threshold for memory usage 

• Mathematical Model: F = Minimize 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎣ 

F cpu 

F memory 

F energy 

F time 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎦ 

subject to 

F cpu < 

˜ T cpu ( c 1 ) 

F memory < 

˜ T memory ( c 2 ) 

where, 

F cpu 

(
I v p j , I c i , v p j , x c i , v p j 

)
= W cpu ×

[∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j ×
(

1 − x c i , v p j 

)
× CP U 

local 
c i , v p j + 

∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j 

×x c i , v p j × CP U 

remote 
c i , v p j 

] (1) 

F memory 

(
I v p j , I c i , v p j , x c i , v p j 

)
= W memory ×

[∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j ×
(

1 − x c i , v p j 

)
× M 

local 
c i , v p j + 

∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j 

×x c i , v p j × M 

remote 
c i , v p j 

]
(2) 

F energy 

(
I v p j , I c i , v p j , x c i , v p j 

)
= W energy ×

[∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j ×
(

1 − x c i , v p j 

)
×

((
P cpu + P s 

)
× t local 

c i , v p j 

)
+ 

∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j × x c i , v p j ×
((

P idle 
cpu + P s + P acti v e 

net 

)
× t remote 

c i , v p j + 

(
P tr ×

(
Latency + 

Data c i , v p j 
Band wid th 

)))] (3) 
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F time 

(
I v p j , I c i , v p j , x c i , v p j 

)
= W time ×

[∑ m 

j=1 I v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j ×
(

1 − x c i , v p j 

)
× t local 

c i , v p j + 

∑ m 

j=1 I c i , v p j 
∑ n 

i =1 I c i , v p j 

×x c i , v p j ×
(

t remote 
c i , v p j + Latency + 

Data c i , v p j 
Band wid th 

)] (4)

The aim of this model is to find the strategies (determined by the decision variables I v p j , I c i , v p j and x c i , v p j ) able to

minimize the resource usage on the physical mobile device in order to avoid performance degradation, while assuring the

availability of predicted future context and resource needs (identified in constraints ( c 1 ) and ( c 2 )). Eq. (1) measures the

processing needed to execute services locally on the device and the one needed waiting for remote computations and/or

processing the response back on the terminal. Eq. (2) calculates the memory needed to process local computations and the

one consumed while waiting and/or processing the response back. Eq. (3) is used to determine the energy consumed by the

CPU and on the screen brightness for local processing as well as the energy spent on idle CPU, screen brightness and active

network while waiting the execution of offloaded services. It also includes the energy consumed by the terminal for data

transmission. Finally, Eq. (4) calculates the duration of local and remote processing taking into account the latency for data

transmission. 

5. Proposed algorithm based on dynamic programming 

Dynamic programming (DP) [17] is a powerful technique that can be used to solve many problems, including optimiza-

tion, for which a naive approach would take exponential time to finish the process. We present in this section our proposed

dynamic programming algorithm, which aims to find the strategy to be applied for the VPs and their components, while

meeting with the objective functions defined in previous section. 

5.1. DP Table Filling 

Since at the lower level, strategies should be determined for each service in the running personas, we need to generate

a bit stream of N bits, where N is the number of components on the device. We use an N + 1 ∗ N + 1 DP table to store the

bit-streams showing which personas are to be switched off and which components to be offloaded, executed locally and

those to be turned off. For the first step, a random bit stream of size N 

∗3 (number of decision variables) is generated that

determines a first solution. However, different Rules apply when generating potential random solutions : 

- ∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m , If I v p j = 0 then I c i , v p j = 0 and x c i , v p j = −
- ∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m , If I v p j = 1 and I c i , v p j = 0 then x c i , v p j = −
- ∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m , If I v p j = 1 and I c i , v p j = 1 then x c i , v p j = 0 or 1(if c i is offloadable) 

- ∀ c i,i :1 → n , ∀ v p j, j:1 → m , I v p i is constant ∀ c i ∈ v p j 
- Based on the prioritization scheme in Table 1 , the probability of generating a 0/1 bit is adapted. 

- Based on whether c i is offloadable or not, x c i , v p j is generated. 

Rules to fill the DP Table : This stream is assigned to the table such that 1s for x c i , v p j are assigned to the next horizontal

cell, and the 0s are assigned to the next vertical cell. If x c i , v p j in the stream is 1, the starting cell is (1, 2) and if it is 0 / −,

the starting cell is (2, 1). This approach will avoid extra computations for common bit strings [18] . Since the first cell is left

empty, and the stream size is N , we need N + 1 ∗ N + 1 Table to fit all possible potential generated streams. According to the

bits generated and to the defined rules to fill the columns and rows of this table, the process might/might not leave some

cells with NULL values. 

Example : A 2 D 6 ∗6 table is shown in Table 2 . To clarify, assume that N = 5 (2 components in vp 1 and 3 components

in vp 2 ) and the first random stream is 00 − 00 − 10 − 110111 (non bold vectors). Assume that the second random bit

stream is 11111010 − 10 − 110 . The starting cell of the second stream is (1, 2) since the third bit is 1. By following the

aforementioned rules to fill the table, the resulting bold stream is shown in the table. 

Whenever a bit stream is generated randomly, we calculate the consumed CPU, memory, energy and time of each cell

(i.e., each component) in the table, and also at the same time calculate the total of each of these metrics of this bit stream,

which formulate the defined objective functions. However, if a random bit stream is generated which has some common
Table 2 

DP Table Filling. 

NULL [1,1,1] NULL NULL NULL NULL 

[0,0,-] [1,1,0] NULL NULL NULL NULL 

[0,0,-] [1,0,-] NULL NULL NULL NULL 

[1,0,-] [1,0,-] NULL NULL NULL NULL 

[1,1,0] [1,1,1]/ [1,1,0] NULL NULL NULL NULL 

NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL 
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cells with an existing string in the table; we replace that cell with the new value only if it’s able to offer better trade-off

with respect to the defined objective functions, for that cell, conforming with the weight of each metric. We then update

the metrics of the remaining cells for the existing bit streams, based on the new values at this common cell. Every time a

new stream is generated, we keep tracking the arrangement of the stream in Table 2 . 

When to terminate this process? Once a solution that meets with the device needs is generated with the least loss pos-

sible (i.e, least number of switched off personas and components). Therefore, we define the latter as the hamming distance

between the I v p j and I c i , v p j in the generated bit stream solution and I v p j = 1 and I ci, v p j = 1 . 

The full process described above is depicted in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming algorithm. 

1: do 

2: setRC(ds, f rc) � Set the resource constraints based on the device state and predicted future context

3: Initialize T bit st reams 

4: generateRBS(rules ) � Generate a random bit stream that conforms with the rules 

5: f ind F B (d ptab) � Check the first bit to specify the starting cell in the table

6: for i = 1 to N do 

7: positionB (b i , dptab) � Put each bit of the bit stream in the correct position in table

8: calcsCP U(cell) � Calculate self-cpu of each cell 

9: calcSMemory (cell) � Calculate self-memory of each cell 

10: calcSEenergy (cell) � Calculate self-energy of each cell 

11: calcST ime (cell) � Calculate self-time of each cell 

12: calcOb jF uncs () � and Calculate their corresponding totals (Objective Functions) 

13: if this specific cell cell in table dptab is visited before then 

14: compare (nscpu, oscpu ) � Compare the new self-cpu of this cell with the previous one

15: compare (nsmemory, osmemory ) � Compare the new self-memory of this cell with the previous one

16: compare (nsenergy, osenergy ) � Compare the new self-energy of this cell with the previous one

17: compare (nstime, ostime ) � Compare the new self-time of this cell with the previous one

18: if nscpu , nsmemory , nsenergy , nstime of cell offer better trade-off than oscpu , osmemory , osenergy , ostime then 

19: Replace oscpu of this cell with nscpu 

20: Replace osmemory of this cell with nsmemory 

21: Replace osenergy of this cell with nsenergy 

22: Replace ostime of this cell with nstime 

23: Update the remaining amounts updateDBT able (dptable ) in the remaining cells � previous bit stream based 

on the new amount of this common cell 

24: calcCP U(nbs ) � Calculate the cpu of the remaining bits of the new bit stream

25: calcMemory (nbs ) � Calculate the cpu of the remaining bits of the new bit stream

26: calcEnergy (nbs ) � Calculate the cpu of the remaining bits of the new bit stream

27: calcT ime (nbs ) � Calculate the cpu of the remaining bits of the new bit stream

28: Track the position of all bits in the table in a matrix 

29: else 

30: Keep previous totals for cell 

31: track (dptab) � Track position of all bits in the table dptab in a matrix

32: end if 

33: end if 

34: end for 

35: return bit stream bs with least loss and its corresponding F cpu , F memory , F energy , F time 

36: while No feasible stream is found and NF bit st reams < T bit st reams 

6. Evaluation 

In the sequel, we first evaluate the accuracy of the machine learning techniques discussed in Section 3 and the one with

the least error rate is adopted. According to the future context, predicted by the latter, we evaluate the efficiency of our

proposed algorithm to find the adequate strategies that meet with the optimization objectives and comply with the future

resource needs. 

6.1. Setup 

First, we evaluate LR, SVR, NN and DNN in two phases context-aware prediction: 

Phase #1: Predict resource needs (CPU and Memory) for the running personas/apps 
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Table 3 

Device usage behavior. 

Time # of VPs VP(s) Location # of Components 

8:00-10:00 1 Personal Home 1–5 

10:00-12:00 2 Personal + Clinic Clinic 3–8 

12:00-15:00 2 Personal + Hospital#1 Hospital#1 3–8 

15:00-18:00 3 Personal + Hospital#1 + Hospital#2 Hospital#2 5–12 

18:00-20:00 1 Personal Home 1–5 

Table 4 

ML techniques setup for phase #1. 

LR SVR NN DNN 

Window size 1h Kernel Radial Hidden layers 1 Hidden layers 2 

Train 50 min Cross-validation 10 Nodes 5 Nodes 5 

Test 10 min Cost 300 Window size 1h Threshold 0.01 

Window size 1h Train 50 min Window size 1h 

Train 50 min Test 10 min Train 50 min 

Test 10 min Test 10 min 

Table 5 

ML techniques setup for phase #2. 

LR SVR NN DNN 

Window size 4 days Kernel Radial Hidden layers 1 Hidden layers 2 

Train 4 days Cross-validation 10 Nodes 4–7 Nodes 4–7 

Test 1 day Cost 300 Window size 4 days Threshold 0.01 

Window size 4 days Train 4 days Window size 4 days 

Train 4 days Test 1 day Train 4 days 

Test 1 day Test 1 day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• T 0 : predict resource needs at T 1 for currently running personas/apps. 

Phase #2: Predict future running/switched off personas/apps and their resource needs (CPU and Memory) 

• T 0 : predict behavior (Location, VPs and Components) at T 1 then resource needs accordingly. 

For phase #1, we generate two data sets ( DS 1 and ( DS 2 )) for doctor work shifts during one day from 8 am to 8 pm.

Both data sets have 14,400 rows with data being generated each 3 seconds. The dataset consists of timestamp, which allows

daily pattern recognition, coordinates to detect the location of the user (e.g., home, clinic, hospitals), number of VPs running,

number of components, their CPU usage and memory consumption. The data set disregards the time spent to move from

one location to another. The usage behavior in this data set is described in Table 3 . DS 1 reflects normal behavior while DS 2
includes some peaks in the resource consumption to see how would that affect the prediction accuracy of these resources. 

As for phase #2, we generate 4 datasets ( DS 3 , DS 4 , DS 5 and DS 6 ) for daily prediction. Data is generated every 30 min to

reduce the data size to be analyzed. Future Context, behavior and resource needs are all to be predicted in this phase. In

DS 3 , the same usage pattern is shown daily (day 1, 2, 3 and 4 and prediction applied on day 5) In DS 4 , same usage pattern

is shown daily (day 1, 2 and 4, Spikes on day 3 and prediction applied on day 5). In DS 5 , similar daily usage pattern (day

1, 2, 3 and 4 and prediction applied on day 5). In DS 6 , similar daily usage pattern (day 1, 2 and 4, Spikes on day 3 and

prediction applied on day 5). 

Various machine learning techniques are used and compared: LR = Linear regression model, SVR = support vector regres-

sion, NN = neural network and DNN = Deep Neural Network. Tables 4 and 5 show the setup of each machine learning tech-

nique studied in each prediction phase. 

6.2. Numerical analysis 

For each dataset in both phases #1 and #2, we examine the accuracy of LR, SVR, NN and DNN techniques to predict

resource needs in terms of CPU and memory, to define the constraints of the formulated optimization model. 

Fig. 2 shows the results of Dataset DS 1 . Particularly, Fig. 2 a depicts the CPU values over the day from 8:00am till 8:00pm,

while in Fig. 2 b, only a subset of these values is illustrated for the convenience of the reader when examining the accuracy

of each technique. Observed values are the real data. Comparing the latter with those predicted by each machine learn-

ing technique, the results show that SVR outperforms the others with the highest accuracy (SVR predicted values almost

matches the Observed values). In Fig. 2 c, we analyze the error rate of these predictions based on the Root Mean Square

Error metric (RMSE). SVR shows the minimum RMSE among the other techniques with only 0.098 error rate. The same

analysis applies on the memory results depicted in Fig. 3 . SVR shows the highest accuracy with 0.0982 RMSE. 
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Fig. 2. DS1: observed CPU vs. predicted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For DS 2 , which includes some unusual behavior (peaks) in the resources consumption, SVR outperformed the other tech-

niques as well for both CPU and memory needs prediction, showing the least error rate with 0.098083 and 0.09825 RMSE

accordingly as depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 . 

DS 3 , DS 4 , DS 5 andDS 6 , all imply multi-stage prediction, which includes prediction of the location followed by the virtual

phones and components and finally the resource needs by the latter. 

When exactly the same context and usage pattern are repeated from day 1 to day 4, SVR was able to predict that

the same applies on the fifth day with no errors detected in the predicted CPU and memory values as depicted in Fig. 6 .

However, when exactly the same usage pattern is shown daily (day 1, 2 and 4) with some spikes observed on day 3, the

error rate for all the machine learning techniques has increased for the predicted values on day 5 as depicted in Fig. 7 . In

this case, LR, SVR, NN and DNN have showed error rates of 3.62, 1.79, 2.11 and 3.26 respectively for the CPU values and

3.91, 1.65, 1.44 and 3.37 RMSE for the memory values, while higher accuracy was observed in previous case ( DS 3 ) with 2.37,

0, 1.89 and 2.38 RMSE respectively for CPU and 2.47, 0, 1.34 and 2.52 RMSE for the memory values. 

The same analysis applies when comparing the results in Figs. 8 and 9 , where similar, but not exactly the same, context

and usage behavior are observed on daily basis for DS and some spikes injected in DS . 
5 6 
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Fig. 3. DS1: observed memory vs. predicted. 

Table 6 

Usage scenarios. 

Scenario-1 Scenario-1 Scenario-3 Scenario-4 

Total VPs Running 1 3 2 3 

Total Components Running 2 10 8 10 

Predicted CPU Needs 10% 80% 60% 30% 

Predicted Memory Needs 20% 70% 70% 30% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next experiments are performed based on the values predicted by SVR since the latter had the highest accuracy

in all previous conducted analysis. In what follows, we study the efficiency of the proposed optimization and dynamic

programming algorithm to find efficient management strategies in different scenarios that reflect various usage pattern of

the mobile device. 

We compare the results with previous existing work, which adopts heuristics to find the strategy for each component.

Table 6 illustrates the configuration of each scenario. 

Table 7 shows the strategies generated for each scenario, by both heuristic and dynamic programming decision engines.

To recall, a 0 bit in the heuristic approach is for local execution of the component while a bit of 1 is for offloading it. In
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Fig. 4. DS2: observed CPU vs. predicted. 

Fig. 5. DS2: observed memory vs. predicted. 

Table 7 

Generated strategies. 

Scenario Heuristic DPDE 

Scenario-1 1 1 [1,1,1] | [1,1,1] 

Scenario-2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 [1,0,-] || [1,1,1] | [1,1,1] | [1,1,1] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] 

Scenario-3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 [1,1,0] | [1,1,0] | [1,0,-] || [1,1,0] | [1,0,-] | [1,1,0] | [1,0,-] | [1,0,-] 

Scenario-4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 [1,0,-] || [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] || [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] || [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] | [0,0,-] 
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Fig. 6. DS3: observed vs. predicted values. 

Fig. 7. DS4:Observed vs. Predicted values. 

 

 

 

 

 

the dynamic programming decision engine, the ’||’ is to separate strategies between VPs and ’|’ to separate strategies of

components in the same VP. 

The resource consumption and performance of each of the applied strategies are compared in Fig. 10 . 

The figure shows that the algorithm proposed in this work is able to find better strategies with less CPU, memory and

energy consumption and better performance compared to the heuristic approach. But how efficient are these strategies

with respect to the predicted resource needs in each scenario? To answer this question, we examine Figs. 10 a and 10 b.

For Scenario-1, the results show that both approaches, i.e., Heuristic and DPDE are able to find a strategy that meets with
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Fig. 8. DS5:Observed vs. Predicted values. 

Fig. 9. DS6:Observed vs. Predicted values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

both CPU and memory requirements. Particularly, The strategies found by both approaches imply 7.83% CPU and 13.634%

memory which guarantees the availability of the needed 10% and 20% of CPU and memory respectively. For Scenario-2, 80%

available CPU and 70% available memory are required as depicted in Table 6 . The strategy found by the heuristic approach

consumes 56.96% CPU and 63.39% memory which does not meet with the future resource needs, yet with DPDE, the strategy

found only consumes 15.17% of the CPU and 20.34% of the memory, which keeps more available resources that meet with

the resource required in future context. The same applies on Scenario-3. Finally for Scenario-4, the results show that both

approaches are able to find good strategies that meet with the device needs yet with better results of the management
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Fig. 10. Strategies efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

strategy generated by DPDE, which guarantees more resource availabilities of 92.67% CPU and 93.3% of the memory usage.

These results prove the efficiency of the advanced management strategies proposed in this work to manage predicted future

resource needs. 

Finally, we study the performance of heuristic and DPDE algorithms in terms of execution time. Fig. 11 shows that for all

scenarios in question, DPDE shows faster execution. 

7. Related works 

We survey in this section predictive strategies for virtual machines management, recent techniques for mobile computa-

tions offloading, and algorithms for dynamic offloading decisions. 

7.1. Predictive virtual instances management strategies 

Sharing an end terminal between several virtual machines raises many problems and autonomic load balancing of re-

sources is one of these open key challenges to be resolved. In this context, different approaches have been proposed for

load prediction on a physical machine. Predicting future load enables proactive consolidation of VMs on the overloaded and

under-loaded physical machines. In [19] , the authors have proposed regression methods to predict CPU utilization of a phys-

ical machine. The work uses K-nearest neighbor (KNN) regression algorithm to approximate a function based on the data

collected during the lifetimes of the VMs. The formulated function is then used to predict an overloaded or an under-loaded

machine. Bala et al. [20] have proposed a proactive load balancing approach that based on prior knowledge of the resource

utilization parameters, applies machine learning techniques to predict future resource needs. Various techniques have been

studied in their work, such as KNN, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random Forest

and the one with maximum accuracy has been utilized as prediction-based approach. Xiao et al. [18] have also used a load
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Fig. 11. Decision engine performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

prediction algorithm to capture the rising trend of resource usage patterns and help identifying hot spots and cold spots

machines. After predicting the resource needs, Hot spot and cold spot machines are identified. When the resource utiliza-

tion of any physical machine is above the hot threshold, the latter is marked as hotspot. If so, some VMs running on it will

be migrated away to reduce its load [18] . On the other hand, cold spot machines either idle or having the average utilization

below particular threshold, are also identified. If so, some of those physical machines could potentially be turned off to save

energy [18,21] . 

7.2. Dynamic offloading algorithms 

A Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm was proposed in [22] , where a two dimensional DP table was used in order

to determine what to offload. However, a backtracking algorithm was needed to find the final decisions, which was time

consuming. A dynamic offloading algorithm based on Lyapunov optimization was presented in [23] . The algorithm is based

upon a relationship between the current solution and the optimal solution requiring a considerable amount of execution

time and many iterations to converge upon a solution [24] . A semi-definite relaxation approach for the offloading problem

was presented by Chen et al., [25] . Their work considered a mobile cloud computing scenario consisting of one nearby com-

puting access point, and a remote cloud server(s). Their proposition is based on an algorithm that solves a linear program

through randomization and relaxation to generate an integer solution. The algorithm can find a near-optimal solution when

using about 100 trials of relaxation. In [24] , a dynamic programming algorithm called DPH is proposed. The algorithm gener-

ates periodically random bit strings of 0s and 1s, for remote and local execution of tasks, and utilize sub-strings when they

improve the solution. The algorithm can find a nearly optimal solution after several iterations. The authors use a Hamming

distance criterion to terminate the search process and hence obtain the final decision quickly. The stopping criterion is met

when a given fraction of tasks are offloaded. 

7.3. Analysis 

The main highlights of this work are pro-activity, new management strategies for multi-persona mobile computing and

accelerated decision making. In the context of offloading, none of the existing works have already addressed the raised

multi-persona mobile computing problems, none has presented a relevant proactive intelligent decision maker, or even pro-

posed similar management strategies as those presented in this manuscript. Thinking about the multiple VPs case as the

load balancing problem of virtual machines in the cloud, we propose in this work an analogous proactive solution with ad-

vanced manageability strategies. Our proposition includes first a prediction-based proactive approach using machine learn-

ing techniques, which have been found suitable from the literature review discussed above. As pro-activity requires a prior

knowledge of the device context and resource utilization, we devote a set of profilers to log the relevant data. Gathered

data are trained using machine learning algorithms and predictions about future context and resource needs are made.

Various machine learning techniques are evaluated, namely, LR [13] , Support Vector Regression (SVR) [14] , Neural Network

(NN) [15] and Deep Neural Network (DNN) [16] , and the one found to be with highest accuracy (SVR) has been utilized

as prediction-based technique. Moreover, advanced management solution is proposed, which includes different strategies; 

namely, offloading and turning off tasks and switching off personas. To help adopting such strategies, we propose hotposts

and coldspots detectors along with a classification scheme to categorize and prioritize tasks and VPs. Based on the pre-

dicted context and resource needs, identified hotspot and coldspot tasks, prioritization, device state and network connection

properties, a multi-objective optimization model is formulated. Finally, the model is solved with a dynamic programming

algorithm that finds the adequate strategies to be applied for each task and VP aiming to attain the objective functions in
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the formulated model. The experimental results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of this work, showing better resource

management solution with improved performance. 

8. Conclusion and future directions 

Managing virtual phones running on an end physical mobile device with limited resources is challenging. In this con-

text, we proposed in this work novel approach able to predict future context and resource needs of these VPs and apply

advanced management strategies accordingly, aiming to avoid any performance degradation or system crash in the system.

Various machine learning techniques are studied and the one with the highest accuracy is adapted to meet the problem

requirements. Additionally, new management strategies are proposed and novel algorithm based on dynamic programming

is presented to generate the adequate strategies that meet with the resource needs according to different usage scenarios.

Thorough analysis was conducted to study the efficiency of this proposition. The results proved the efficiency of the pre-

dictor, the adequacy of the new strategies proposed and the competency of the algorithm performance. As for the research

community, studying the effect and overhead of training the model and performing the prediction on the end terminal

would be interesting. Also, examining the effect of the window size value on the accuracy of the prediction model and

proposing a dynamic generic approach to adapt this value to different data sets would be a valuable future research track. 
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